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Abstract: Cyberattacks have reached their peak during COVID-19, and
intruders urge to gain the upper hand in the cybersecurity battlefield, even
gaining dominance. Now intruders are trying harder to elude behavior
analysis techniques, which in turn gets organization security to come for a
toss. This phenomenon is even more prevalent in agentless environments (IOT
devices, mobile devices), where we do not have any access to edge devices and
rely on packet data to predict any attack and its actors. In this paper, we
shall be discussing enhancing the accuracy of anomalous behavior detection
techniques for efficient threat intelligence and revamping deception using a
unique machine learning model training technique termed “Seeded Transfer
Learning”, in this technique data is reshaped into knowledge to fit to the target
domain in small capsules of information in real-time or near real-time. In this
method we shall be using seeds of data or real-time small data sequences to
train machine learning models along with that sustaining on the ideology of
positive transfer learning techniques where previous learning will be made
more effective by taking advantage of a new training set. Comprehensive
experiments are done on ANN-(Artificial Neural Network) and result revels
best incremental performance from ∼91% to ∼97%. Experiment summarized
that while training model on data seeds we have achieved great accuracy with
limited computing resources and time, additionally model is trained on latest
attack dataset which helped in identifying attacks effectively which in turns
translates to effective defense against future unknow attacks.

Keywords: Breadcrumbs; decoys; event chaining; artificial intelligence;
cybersecurity; deception technology; threat intelligence; transfer learning;
seeded learning

1 Introduction

With the growing network and increased Internet traffic, cybersecurity is becoming a critical
battlefield, and deception technology platforms are expected that they come out of traditional point
behavior analysis and upgrade themselves to learn from previous attacks or compromises withstanding
knowledge of previous trainings. Hence, there is a need to bring an effective model training mechanism
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to train behavior analysis and anomaly detection algorithms periodically. This could be achieved by
training them on variable scenarios, datasets in the form of data seeds and are fed to the model
which are near real in nature, so that models are up to date as per latest attack trends as discussed
in reference [1].

In this, we shall be using two specific machine learning concepts, “transfer learning” which works
on principle of domain adaptation that specifies utilizing previous rigorously trained model and
retaining the knowledge gained from previous trainings topped with “seeded learning” which specifies
training model on small datasets to gain maximum advantage on anomaly detection and learning
patterns to enhance attack trace and effective deception as summarized in references [2,3].

The core objective of the proposed experiment is to build a network protection mechanism
incrementally on limited data, as new anomalous patterns are not a frequently occurring. Model
training shall be done on a small sample of network data termed seeds, which is new in nature and
sufficient for enhanced network protection. Iterations of training happen over time to incrementally
update the model with input data from classes that it failed to detect, advancing its protective
capabilities. Attack data, which is limited, is fed to ML models for training, after the initial round
of training, the model will be again reloaded and retrained on a new set of attack data as highlighted
in Fig. 1. This helps in uncovering zero-day vulnerabilities with a model capable enough to look for
any new behavior’s anomaly. This activity gives our deception frameworks an extra advantage to detect
intrusions and act on them quickly.

Figure 1: System architecture of deception technology with seeded transfer leaning

The next section of the paper considers a discussion of Research motivation. Section 3 contains the
literature review. Methodology is showcased in the Section 4. Dataset analysis & proposed experiment
and method can be referred in Sections 5 & 6. Result analysis and conclusion can be derived from
Sections 7 & 8. Future scope of work is showcased in Section 9.

2 Research Motivation

Behavior analysis or anomaly detection models, once trained on huge amounts of data, need to
be retrained to make them relevant in the attack space. To deal with zero-day vulnerabilities, it is
important to overcome the isolated learning barrier, which doesn’t utilize knowledge gained in the
past for future learning and solve related ones. With seeded transfer learning, previously learned attack
detection behavior can be topped up with newer attacks and compromises as discussed in Fig. 2. Now,
to cover up a data scarcity gap which is not available on the fly for traditional model training due to the
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limited occurrence of attack sequences and attack data traces, we need a technique that can transfer
knowledge from one model to another or from one training iteration to another. Transfer learning
encompasses knowledge (features, biases, weights, activation, layers, etc.) from former trained models
and is used to train new models or upgrade existing ones, which knocks out problems like having less
data for the newer training activity as discussed in Fig. 2 and references [2,4–6].

Figure 2: Seeded transfer learning & domain adaptation updating classifier approach

This paper focuses on improving enterprise deception strategy by analyzing and training existing
knowledge of behavior analysis models with small data named seeds. Majorly consists of the latest
attack reconnaissance activities on the network, domain adaptation, and making models relevant
to cater to zero-day attacks, vulnerabilities, and new attack patterns, thereby devising an effective
deception strategy as discussed in references [7,8].

Below are a couple of benefits, not limited to:

• Effective controls and measures can be placed to protect enterprises from zero-day attacks and
vulnerabilities. With seeded transfer learning, behavior analysis models for attack or anomaly
detection matures over iterations which happens over short time intervals on small data packet,
but classical training is computationally expensive and happens from scratch on huge data as
highlighted in reference [9].

• Due to greater visibility to network uncovering of various compromise technique patterns
with behavior analysis algorithms go simple, hence management of defense is effective, and
a revamped deception strategy can be crafted accordingly. Which previously was not practical
extended wait time for new attack data to flourish and retaining of previous knowledge was not
tranquil as per reference [10].

• Now that models are well updated as per new threat patterns, readiness, and the ability to react
to and recover from security events can be strengthened to reinforce the current security posture
by identifying possible security gaps and taking action to eliminate those gaps as highlighted in
reference [10].

3 Literature Review

Lot of research is happening from a deception technology perspective, and stress is given to
the advance prediction of behavior deviation efficiently and with speed to have an effective defense
against a zero-day attack, which is one of the toughest problems to solve in the cybersecurity space.
In the past, behavior’s deviations were experimented on using neural networks, genetic algorithms,
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SVM, and multilayer perceptron neural networks, which could be applied in behavior anomaly
detection to recognize and classify types of attacks as presented in reference [11]. Traces of study
have been conducted in the fields of transfer learning and domain adaptation. Implementation of
seeded transfer learning accompanies domain adaptation and is getting the attention of the machine
learning community. Wu et al. proposed a concept ConvNet which can be applied to network intrusion
detection which using transfer learning for the network intrusion detection which contains two
concatenated ConvNets were learning a base dataset and transferring the learned knowledge to the
learning of the target dataset [12]. Li et al. experimented on density-based clustering (DBSCAN)
to convert features into categorical as hybrid architecture representations as per reference [13].
Osama et al. discussed on various attack sequences on IOT devices and its segregation using various
federated learning techniques as highlighted in reference [14]. Mathew et al. showcased a case study
on domain adaptation where transferred information fed to multiply connected layers for intrusion
detection as experimented in reference [15]. Zhao et al. talked on using transfer learning on various
algorithms decision trees, random forests, KNN which promotes automatic co-relation and denied
the requirement on using labelled dataset and helps in classifying unknown attacks as researched in
reference [16]. Long et al. talked about domain transfer on different sizes for source domain data;
different noise levels to drive generic algorithm and domain adaptation on different noise levels
dataset, verify if transfer learning is possible on unlabeled data as conversed in reference [17]. Partial
domain transfer was explored by Deng et al. which transfer of knowledge between two disintegrated
domains as experimented in reference [18]. Transfer Learning is well discussed by Agarwal et al.
which highlights positive transfer and negative transfer along with its effects on accomplishment of
learning in target domain [19]. Javaid et al. discussed about approach utilizing Deep Learning model
in a classical way as analyzed in reference [20]. DOS attacks are studied in specific discusses on deep
learning framework using patterns matching and classifier algorithms is discussed by Lin as explored
in reference [21]. Further research on domain adaptation discussed by Pan et al. which states that
deep neural networks can enhance the invariance using unified framework, Despite knowing the fact
that domain adaptation and transfer learning work on a similar set of principles for transferring
knowledge across various domains, it is important to note that transfer learning may not distinguish
the target domain from the source domain as understood from reference [22]. It has also been
highlighted in the studies that seeded transfer learning provides an advantage in terms of training
time and computational resources and conquers the problem of data availability in small packets or
seeds. Implementing the transfer learning weighted loss function is a very usual problem that any
implementor faces, and research is going on to handle the issue of class imbalance. Even a couple of
research papers are talking about “transferred information from the initial inception model that has
been fed to various fully connected layers with dropped data to achieve better accuracy”.

Concluding, all the previous studies either demonstrates transfer learning or seeded learning on
various cybersecurity aspects but have not touched upon behavior analysis algorithms mainly inclined
to a combination of seeded transfer learning and domain adaptation logic in deception technology
space, which is a huge conceptual disintegration. Besides having previous gaps, negative transfer is
not dealt properly wherein data drift and model drift is rarely discussed throughout the transfer
learning lifecycle. In the proposed concept we are targeting to use existing behavior analysis model
which belongs to the near similar domain and will get them adapted to trace new attack trends
by training them incrementally in data seeds to capture latest attack trends and secure enterprise
backbone effectively as examined by Long et al. in reference [23].
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4 Methodology

Threats appears in different dimensions; it can be malicious or accidental. Analysis of Interactions
of external agents with spread across the network, hosted on various services and ports assists in
finding anomalous behavior by connecting attack series and sequences to get an attack coverage. Any
interaction when evaluated carefully by validating it against multiple attack surfaces assist in bring up
efficient deception thereby robust Security Framework and intelligent deception. In the experiment we
are considering data dimensions when Training dataset which will be used as seeds for Seeded transfer
learning is having different property from the base training dataset and it is small or streaming in
nature as highlighted in references [2,18].

Each function f, mapping to an input x f(x). Learning produced from previous iteration fed to next
iteration. Transmission process to be executed till nth iteration as discussed in Fig. 3. Usually in these
types of experiments overfitting might be a concern, as highest contributing features are not same and
neural network might use initial few layers as highlighted by Poornachandra in reference [24]. In that
case there is a need to remove all the pre-trained layer from the neural network and add pretrained
layers with new layers to according to new dataset with random weights and freezing weights from
new and old layers. And then train the network with fully connected layers. Due diligence has been
taken care to validate the model performance and evaluate the performance before saving it based on
the transfer learning results, if learning is positive transferred model shall be saved to be used for next
iteration otherwise discard the model training in case learning is negative transferred as explained in
Fig. 4 and references [25,26].

Figure 3: Model function for knowledge adaptation retaining knowledge and finetuning

Figure 4: Seeded transfer incremental learning lifecycle
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5 Dataset Analysis

The dataset contains records of the traffic experienced by an intrusion detection network or
defense; the ghosts of the traffic categories list countered by a real IDS remain along with a trace
of its existence. Out of total 43 features, 41 features are referred to input network traffic and rest two
labels are signifying if interaction to IDS is a normal or attack and severity of the moving traffic
(Table 1). Analyzing can help enterprises enable robust security postures, provide greater visibility to
the threat landscape, and enable a deception strategy. This goldmine of information, when related,
provides greater visibility to the intrusion that is going to happen and helps in immunizing the defense
mechanism for any attack that tracks similar behavior and the direction of progression.

Table 1: Parameters and data statistics of input dataset

Dataset Number of records

Total Normal DoS Probe U2R R2L

KDDTrain+20% 25192 13449 (53%) 9234 (37%) 2289 (9.16%) 11 (0.04%) 209 (0.8%)
KDDTrain+ 125973 67343 (53%) 45927 (37%) 11656 (9.11%) 52 (0.04%) 995 (0.85%)
KDDTest+ 22544 9711 (43%) 7458 (33%) 2421 (11%) 200 (0.9%) 2654 (12.1%)

Features in a dataset represent measurable pieces of data that can be used for analysis. These are
individual or independent variables that act as inputs in machine learning models and shall be used to
perform prediction or classification operations as highlighted in Table 1. In the dataset we have used,
we have 43 features.

Target column or variable historical data to be analyzed is co-related to uncover patterns and
relationships between other features of the dataset and the target; below are the target columns used
to contribute to the seeded learning of the Attack dataset:

A. Denial of Service: It is a type of attack that targets blocking incoming and outgoing traffic from
the target system. Intrusion detection systems face abnormal traffic, which they are not able to handle
and shut down to protect themselves. In our analysis, we shall be using the below DOS subclasses:
[‘processtable’, ‘apache2’, ‘mailbomb’, ‘back’, ‘land’, ‘neptune’, ‘pod’, ’smurf’, ‘teardrop’, ‘udpstorm’,
‘worm’].

B. R2L (Remote to Local): To get access to a remote machine and use it locally in the network,
the intruder opts for the below techniques. [‘httptunnel’, ‘ftp_write’, ‘warezclient’, ‘multihop’, ‘imap’,
‘named’, ‘phf’, ‘snmpgetattack’, ‘snmpguess’, ‘guess_passwd’, ‘sendmail’, ‘spy’, ‘warezmaster’, ‘xlock’,
‘xsnoop’]:

C. Probe: With probe, an attacker tries to get network information and compromise important
information. Techniques what intruder uses [‘ipsweep’, ‘mscan’, ‘nmap’, ‘portsweep’, ‘saint’, ‘satan’]:

D. U2R (User to Root): Gain access to the root account of the user and then exploit system
vulnerabilities with modified elevated access. [‘buffer_overflow’, ‘loadmodule’, ‘perl’, ’ps’, ‘rootkit’,
‘sqlattack’, ‘xterm’]:

Categorical column: This data generally has a limited number of possible values. For our purpose,
we have considered protocol type, service, and flag.
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6 Proposed Experiment and Method

The proposed method uses a neural network and a small sample from the attack dataset to
transform. It uses limited attack samples as seeds to initiate the transfer of source knowledge and
domain adaptation. A series of activities is conducted to develop an experiment pipeline, wherein
stress is given to ingest data that is in real-time or near real-time as specified in Fig. 4. The scope of
this paper talks about doing comprehensive training experiments on the NSL-KDD dataset, iterating
through multiple obtained results, doing comparisons against similar models trained with a knowledge
source or deep learned features, and validating the iterations against accuracy, EPOCH, and loss.

6.1 Feature Engineering
The feature engineering process is associated with a series of preprocessing steps executed to

transform raw data into features that can be used in machine learning algorithms. During the feature
engineering process, the predictor variables with the highest weight are created and selected for the
predictive model and can be referred from Fig. 5. Feature engineering includes feature creation,
transformations, selection, and extraction of data features. A series of steps were followed to do
effective feature selection from the attack dataset. When feature engineering is applied to an attack
dataset that is either a text file or comma-separated, header names should not be considered. Get
the dataset loaded with the feature name and then change the attack labels to their respective attack
classes. Fig. 5 suggests feature importance using Extra Trees Classifier which is and ensemble technique
of machine learning that uses decision trees and used by Auto-ML with a capability to build multiple
decision trees over dataset and for standardization in feature scaling, numeric values must be selected.

Figure 5: Feature importance (extra trees classifier)

If scalers already exist, then load the scaler. Otherwise, save the scaler of the dataset after fitting
it with training data. To transform the target column, label encoding is used, and one hot encoding
is used for categorical columns (protocol type, service, and flag) as interpreted from Table 2. Then we
normalize the dataset and drop categorical column to make this ready for model training.

6.2 Model Architecture
Model Architecture Post-feature engineering, we shall be using a feedforward artificial neural

network (ANN) named Multilayer Perceptron that classifies and categorizes any attack instance.
Initial model training to be done on a dataset to obtain the knowledge, and from the next iteration on,
a seeded dataset is being used for training purposes. If a model exists, then there is a need to load the
previous model and then save it to the model history directory as understood from reference [12]. This
procedure translates to seeded transfer learning, where small data seeds are used to train the data and
save the model in an incremental way by updating model knowledge. To train a model with the dataset
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on a sequential model, first initialize the model sequentially and add dense units (50) and activation as
relu for the input layer. Then add dense units 5 and activation as softmax for the output layer. Then,
compile with loss categorical_crossentropy, the optimizer as Adam, and metrics as accuracy and can be
referred from Fig. 6 and Table 3. Model Summary highlights important information regarding model
training parameters layers and params and can be understood from Table 3.

Table 2: Dataset categorical features description

Categorical column Description Categories examples (not limited to)

protocol_categorical_type Highlights set of rules to
transfer data between
different devices in a network

‘icmp’, ‘udp’, ‘tcp’

service_categorical_list Highlights set of services to
transfer data between
different devices in a network

‘ftp_data’, ‘other’, ‘private’, ‘http’,
‘remote_job’, ‘bgp’, ‘name’,
‘netbios_ns’, ‘eco_i’, ‘mtp’, ‘telnet’,
‘finger’, ‘uucp’, ‘klogin’

flag_categorical_list Describes features of each
connection instance.

‘SF’, ‘S3’, ‘S2’, ‘S0’, ‘RSTOS0’,
‘REJ’, ‘RSTR’, ‘SH’, ‘RSTO’, ‘S1’,
‘OTH’

Figure 6: Parameters and Cycle for the proposed experiment

Table 3: Model training summary and statistics

“Model: “sequential_1”
_____________________________________________
Layer (type) Output Shape Param #
======================================================
dense_1 (Dense) (None, 50) 6150
dense_2 (Dense) (None, 5) 255
======================================================
Total params: 6,405
Trainable params: 6,405
Non-trainable params: 0
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6.3 Model Architecture
The initial step is to load the pre-trained model and then compile it with loss categori-

cal_crossentropy, which is a loss function based on formula as per Fig. 7. that is used in multi-class
classification problems considering each class is assigned a unique integer value. Then it calculates
the average difference between the probability distributions of all classes, and the score is minimized.
We should be using the Adam optimizer, which is adaptive in nature and uses the stochastic gradient
descent method with a best-in-class accuracy of 99.2%. The metrics used are accuracy. Batch size and
epoch should be selected suitably so that the model is not overfitted as investigated in reference [27].

Figure 7: Categorical cross-entropy loss function

If you encounter overfitting, then dropout weight constraint, activity regularization, or early
stopping should be done, sample code can be referred from Fig. 8. While training with the new dataset,
if the performance of the new model remains constant without any improvement, then ML OPS should
come into play. If new data consists of categories that are not inherently present in a previously trained
dataset or pipeline, MLOps should be triggered as understood from reference [28].

Figure 8: Training pre-existing model reference code

Model drift is the usual phenomena and result findings should be validated against various drift
aspects like Sudden, Gradual, Incremental, or reoccurring drift and then take necessary tuning or
redeployment actions to bring that to track.

7 Result Finding

Evaluation and seeded transfer learning on attack data have been accomplished. As a part of this
experiment, we have divided the data into seven subsets: the first subset for initial training data and
six smaller subsets. A total of seven iterations were executed on the sample of 10,000 unbiased and
no-skewed observations having all the labels of normal traffic flow and compromised state. Out of
these seven iterations, the first is an initial training, and the rest are seeded learning iterations. Model
performance is evaluated on accuracy against epoch, which represents model performance in terms of
comparable performance on both training and validation attack datasets as summarized in Table 4. If
the parallel plots start to go away from each other consistently, it means necessary pointers are gained
to validate if the model is overfitting, and we should stop seeded transfer learning at an earlier EPOCH
phase and get into MLOPs and remove all the pre-trained network layers and do retraining again as
per new random weights the results can be reviewed from Figs. 10–12. Another aspect of evaluation
is to look for a decaying learning rate by evaluating against loss and epoch, which works on the loss
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function and plots across iterations to give loss on a subset and can be understood from Table 4. To do
a granular study of results, we must understand the functioning, relevance, and relation of “accuracy
vs. epoch” and “loss vs. epoch”.

Table 4: Result analysis of seeded transfer learning iterations

Round Train data Test data Loss Accuracy
(%)

Batch size Epoch

Initial
training

(10000, 42) (5972, 42) 0.643903196 91.51% 6000 20

Round 1 (9999, 42) (5972, 42) 0.245419323 94.78% 6000 20
Round 2 (9999, 42) (5972, 42) 0.144316897 96.38% 6000 20
Round 3 (9999, 42) (5972, 42) 0.11116372 96.84% 6000 20
Round 4 (9999, 42) (5972, 42) 0.089884989 97.39% 6000 20
Round 5 (9999, 42) (5972, 42) 0.074087664 97.52% 6000 20
Round 6 (9999, 42) (5972, 42) 0.064278908 97.69% 6000 20

“Epoch” indicates the pass of a dataset through the algorithm; forward and backward passes are
considered as a single pass.

The “accuracy” of a model is determined after the model parameters are fixed and no learning is
occurring.

“Loss” is a value that represents the sum of errors in our model. It measures how well (or badly)
our model is doing. The lower the loss, the better. Highlights of “accuracy vs. epoch” showcases how
the accuracy of a model is increasing against each epoch.

“Loss vs. epoch” showcases the summation of errors in our model by dividing the running loss by
the number of epochs.

The accuracy chart and table showcase the seeding transfer learning phase goes well till third
iteration post that graph started to depart from each other once reached to sixth iteration features
the plots are substantially far enough away, giving a sign to stop further training and initiate artificial
implantation on neural network layers. This experiment has also presented the relation explaining a
linkage of the number of training records and the accuracy.

The accuracy of the experiment is on the uptrend, with a 91.51% prediction result in the initial
iteration. Subsequent training until iteration 6 represented 97.69% accuracy and can be understood
from Figs. 10–12. With the results, it is understood that models can be fed with small data seeds and
can proceed with the model training in near real time, and the proposed data pipeline highlights that
in case of any data drift where model performance goes down with regular analysis, we can avoid
degrading model performance and can apply various model performance enhancement strategies.
Result analysis has also led us to the conclusion that transfer learning will become ineffective when
high-level features of the operating domain are not differentiated correctly with the bottom layers as
highlighted in Fig. 9. For example, a pre-trained model might correctly identify the current state of
compromise but not whether that compromise is an actual attack or not. In this case, we can still
reutilize the deep learning network by utilizing low-level layers if the network is pre-trained instead
of the high-level features due to the lack of correct prediction by high-level layers. Effort should be
made to retrain more layers of the model. Initializing the network with pre-trained weights helps
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attain better performance than using random weights. Fewer times, removal of some layers from
the pre-trained model is needed to reduce the number of trainable parameters, which can result in
overfitting, and we need to deal with those cases carefully and same can be reviewed from Fig. 9 and
reference [22].

Input
Dense 1

Dense 2

output

122
50

5
5

Figure 9: Model layers, parameters and summary

Figure 10: Iteration 1 & 2 plots (accuracy vs. epoch) (loss vs. epoch)
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Figure 11: Iteration 3 & 4 plots (accuracy vs. epoch) (loss vs. epoch)

Figure 12: Iteration 5 & 6 plots (accuracy vs. epoch) (loss vs. epoch)

Aforesaid comparison showcases that performance of a model stands outstanding when trained
via seeded transfer learning process and there is a uptrend in accuracy for couple of iterations before
in attains negative transfer or no transfer state. But to understand how progressive this thought is in
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comparison to Tradition model; effectiveness is validated via experiment where accuracy is captured
when training is done on sample size of 42000 with Traditional mode training procedure against
training using seeded transfer learning in sample size of 6000. Results clearly articulates that when
training done on huge data, we get comparatively good accuracy in comparison to seeded learning
Initial and First iteration. Post that seeded Transfer learning mechanism has got comparatively good
accuracy in subsequent rounds and same can be articulated from Fig. 13.

Figure 13: Comparison between traditional vs. seeded transfer learning

8 Conclusion

Cybersecurity is an unending battle, and defenses need to be updated beforehand before any attack
or compromise starts showing its traces in the system. Zero-day vulnerabilities and latest attack trends
need to be well defined in behavior analysis machine learning models, which help uncover any behavior
deviation of the intruder as our intelligence system is updated as per the latest attack sequences.
Additionally, static model training on full data is lacking in adaptability due to the dynamic nature
of attack data over time. Additionally, availability of training (Attack) data as per requirement if is
not available in abundance, there is a need to migrate from traditional model training approach where
huge data to be used and might take long time for data reconciliation and huge computing power for
training those models. This waiting period, during which organizations are looking forward to huge
amounts of training data, can cause a security issue. Additionally, as systems can detect any threat
well in advance because they are trained on the latest attack data seeds, deception strategies can be
well adapted and crafted as per the new attack patterns and enhanced as per changing requirements.

9 Future Research

Intrusion Detection Systems have been used in organizations to dynamically screen networks and
provide threat intelligence to defend against future attacks, even deception technology is playing a great
role and added an additional defense layer to the threat landscape to bluff attackers and get increased
attacker dwelling time to network This paper focused on increasing accuracy of those behavior analysis
models using seeded transfer learning, additional study to be done to make this concept even more
progressive by tuning and experimenting on unlabeled dataset and latent parameters. Additionally,
here we have selected source and target domains that are related. The problem with negative transfer
is still a problem to address when source and target domains are not related to each other in some
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sense negative transfer and non-learning scenarios could be an area of interest for future researchers
as addressed in references [19,23].

Moreover, any new advancement comes with a couple of demerits, and when using seeded
transfer learning, training data ingestion is done to model from various sources and users, and
various transactions come up with some security issues. To secure the transactions, there is a need
to authenticate the source data and build consensus-based voting to validate if the data pushed to the
model is authentic or not, and on that basis, train and retrain transactions to be accepted or declined.
This shall be addressed as the future scope of work for upcoming research in the segment. So, to
summarize the context of continuous improvement for future scientific research, researchers should
pay attention to the application of various consensus-based algorithms to even fine-tune research and
analysis to stay ahead of the intruders and effectively defend against various cybersecurity incidents
as indicated in references [29,30].
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